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Report on "Training Session for "How to write Lesson Plan "

The pedagogy teachers trained the second year B.Ed. students to write lesson plans from
*6 lA6 fi022 ta 1 1 106 fiA22.

A lesson plan serves as a grride to the teacher to determine what the students will learn. how the
lesson. will be taught as well as how learning will be evaluated. Lesson plans enable teachers to
function lnore eft'ectively in the classroom by giving a detailed outline that they adhere to during
sach class. Keeping in view the importauce and nsed of the lesson plan. The teacher educafors
trained the prospective teachers to write thern effectively for each pedagogy.

The teacher educators trained the prospective teachers to formulate of educational objectives,
which is the first part of writing a lesson plan. It is essential that the teacher should check the
student's enfy behavior before teaching the lesson. The teacher educators facilitated the use of
tools to test the previous knorvledge of the students rvhile writing the lesson plan.

The teacher educators trained the prospective teachers to write both the General Instructional
Objectives (GIOs) as well as the Specific Instructional Objectives. (SIOs). They differentiated
the terms with the help of action verbs from Blooms Taxonomy.

The aim of the lesson should be stated clearly. The lesson plan should provide sifuation for both
the teactrer and the students to participate in the process of teaching and learning. While teaching
the preparatioa of lesson plan, the teacher educators discussed the ways of presenting a lesson.

The made the concept instead of the examples given in the book. By this !ray, the teacher
educators trained thern to associate and apply the concepts iearnt with real life situations.

The resources essential for fransacting the concepts are very much essential r,vhile writing a

lesson plan. The teacher educators farniliarized the prospective teachers with offline and onlirre
apps witlr respect to their pedagogy" Tha steps in the preparation of instructional materials were
taught to them. Achieving closer in teaching is done through recapitulation. Teacher educatars
taught them the techniques of recapitulating a lesson.

The teacher educators trained the prospective teachers to select specific assessrnent tools for each

lesson. They taught thern how to select the assessrnent tool based on the specific instructional
objectives targeted for the lesson.
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1. Lesson Planning / Individualized education plans (IEP) 

Training Session for How to Write a Lesson Plan 

Video Link 
Lecture Delivered By Smt. Manjulata Gupta Assistant Professor, 

Gulab Bai Yadav Smriti Shiksha Mahavidyalya 

 

1. Click for View  

YouTube Channel Gulab Bai Yadav Smriti Shiksha 

Mahavidyalaya, Borawan 
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=R4O7ZPATSLY&t=278s

